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The only head end you’ll ever need



Diversity
Building on 20 years of R&D, Netinium’s meter 

management platform is the only head end you’ll 

ever need to perform this task.

Netinium offers you...
  the flexibility of easily including any smart device 

 into your network (avoid vendor lock-in) 

 the efficiency wins of creating a single network   

 infrastructure of interoperable smart devices

 the operational gains of highly automated, 

 uniform management processes at the highest   

 security & privacy level 
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The unstoppable evolution in smart 
device technology asks for a software 
infrastructure that is able to manage 
an increasingly diverse asset base.



  Device
One single head end, endless 

However, utilities often end up buying hardware of 

the same brand to avoid the operational challenges 

of vertically integrating new head end software. 

Their future hardware decisions are influenced by 

their software heritage. 

Avoid vendor lock-in
With Netinium you can add any meter to your 

existing infrastructure and always choose cutting 

edge hardware technology. 

Technical quality 
should make the 
difference when 
acquiring new 
meter hardware.
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Netinium already provides 50 different meter 

adapters covering 300 firmware versions.



Multi-flexibility generates 
You will need only one interface with your IT 

infrastructure, one operational team and one 

system- and database infrastructure.

Create a seamless network infrastructure enabling 

uniform processes across multiple devices from all 

brands. 

Decrease the number of people needed in 

your control room and cut down on operational costs 

by presetting automated processes.

We offer a single 
head end to 
manage your 
entire meter 
network. 
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  Multi-application
 Combine smart metering with PV monitoring, 

 smart in-home devices or charging stations, and 

 manage these using one head end environment.

   Multi-device (hierarchy)
 Netinium fits your entire network, not just 

 the individual devices and manages any 

 (combination of) device hierarchy.

  Multi-communication technology
 The platform is compatible with all common  

 communication standards, either single or in  

 combination:

 GPRS - CDMA - BPL - PLC - RF / Mesh radio - LTE/4G

  Multi-system interface
 Improve data quality, simplify & speed up change   

 management, and facilitate real-time processing  

 by directly connecting to:

 ERP - SCADA - GIS - OMS & DMS - Billing - MDM

  Multi-area
 Combine multiple network areas into one network   

 infrastructure. Allow only particular people to be able  

 to execute particular actions or control specific areas.

  Multi-energy
 Combining different services - electricity, water, heat   

 or gas? We can help you manage your different types   

 of meters using uniform IT/OT processes.

  System



  No recurring integration costs
 Integrating Netinium only takes as much time as  

 vertically integrating a proprietary head end. The  

 difference is, you only have to integrate our multi- 

 vendor platform once. This way you are slashing  

 the recurring, hidden costs of painful integration  

 activities and change management with every  

 new meter you buy.

  Automated, simplified and uniform
 AMI processes: lower OPEX
 We enable uniform processes in a single head end   

 infrastructure. Compare this to the complex and

 hard to manage infrastructure you’ll grow when 

 adding new head end software with every 

 new meter you buy.

No proprietary head end matches 
Netinium when it comes to 
reducing costs.
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  Installation management
   One single operations environment across 

 all communication networks

   Monitor roll-out progress, installation incidents 

 and device incidents for SLA management

   Event alerts and state changes using industry 

 standard IEC61968 CIM

    Secure shipment file management with 

 automatic import, update, matching, 

 validation and security key management

   Automatic discovery, installation, configuration, 

 validation and notification of new devices

   Automated configuration process for replaced 

 devices, incl. data concentrators, meters, 

 slave meters and IHD’s for plug-n-play maintenance

 Security & privacy
    Advanced features range from industry standards

 such as SSL and protocol specific security (LLS/HLS in  

 DLMS/ Cosem) to using cryptographic key   

 management systems (for example the FIPS 140-2  

 compliant Thales keyAuthority®)

   Secure system-wide root of trust, scalable to support 

 future encryption requirements

    Role-based access and full audit trails combatting 

 internal unauthorized actions while data 

 management complies with the toughest 

 privacy rules

Excellence in meter management, 
increasing the ROI of your smart 
meter investments.

 Data collection
   Automatic data collection management from any smart 

meter across all communication networks 

   Flexible, autonomous data collection for specific devices, 

device groups or mass data collection (no need for a MDM)

   Monitor data collection and exceptions for SLA reporting

   Robust scheduling of specific quality-of-services of various 

communication network types and protocols

   Collection model supports data pull, data push or 

combinations

   Supports request driven data collection and anonymized 

data fields for privacy requirements compliance 

  Device management
   Find devices based on any combination of 100+ attribute 

types (e.g. manufacturer, installation date or firmware version)

   Retrieve specific device configuration data for e.g. 

 trouble shooting

   Operate remote disconnect switch and retrieve current 

switch position from devices

   View complete device- and communication history, incl. 

executed commands from first installation to end-of-life

   See scheduled actions for each device

   Automated security key management

   Remote device and related devices management and 

configuration (incl. reboot devices, synchronize time,  

reconfigure network addresses)

   Remotely fix misconfigured devices

   (Un)pair parent-child relations between devices

   Decommission devices and destroy all related 

 devices that are EOL

Reducing installation failure rates from  8% 
(industry average) to 1,5% (saving € 6,6 M)

Meter integration & performance  
testing within 1 month

Concurrently managing > 2M GPRS / 
CDMA meters for both electricity & gas

Managing 7 different geographical 

Benchmarked within-the-hour  
reads of 30M meters 

Enabling pre-paid energy
with real-time mobile top-ups

Providing interoperability for IDIS
PLC electricity meters & smart water
meters using 1 single environment

Managing 7 different geographical 
areas using 1 single environment

highlights


